INTRODUCTION
============

Most living organisms have evolved to depend on iron (Fe) for survival and growth, but their individual cellular requirements vary depending on their functional capabilities and their Fe uptake and storage capacities. Fe is a cofactor for proteins involved in a range of essential life processes, which include photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport, reactions in the tricarboxylic acid cycle, nitrate and nitrite reduction, as well as chlorophyll synthesis. Unicellular photosynthetic species have particularly high Fe demands ([@R1]), as do plants, for which it has been estimated that approximately half of their intracellular iron is bound to photosynthesis proteins ([@R2]). It is considered that in large swathes of the ocean, rich in nutrients but low in chlorophyll, growth of primary producers is limited by the availability of Fe. This inferred iron limitation is confirmed by mesoscale ocean fertilization experiments, which stimulate iron-induced blooms visible from space \[for example, see ([@R3])\]. Intriguingly, the blooms are often dominated by diatoms ([@R4]), which are cosmopolitan, ubiquitous stramenopile algae responsible for an estimated 20% of carbon fixation on Earth ([@R5]). This suggests that diatoms, without dispensing with the need for Fe, to which they are highly sensitive, have evolved mechanisms to cope with chronic Fe limitation. It also signals the need to better understand the diatom response to Fe, an element whose chemical speciation is affected by temperature and pH changes associated with ongoing ocean acidification due to anthropogenic climate change.

Iron stress in diatoms has been studied on a genetic level using a model pennate diatom, *Phaeodactylum tricornutum*, which has a sequenced genome and can be easily transformed ([@R6]). *P. tricornutum* has also been found to survive chronically low iron concentrations and to respond readily to iron stimulation, similarly to the "low--iron quota" diatoms found in iron-deprived regions of the global ocean ([@R7], [@R8]). A combined transcriptome and metabolome analysis of *P. tricornutum* found that iron deprivation leads to the up-regulation of genes encoding proteins designated as "iron starvation--induced proteins" (ISIPs), specifically *ISIP1*, *ISIP2*, and *ISIP3* ([@R9]). Since their designation, studies have corroborated the importance of ISIPs in the diatom response to iron stress. Up-regulation of these genes during iron limitation has been demonstrated in laboratory cultures of *Thalassiosira oceanica* (another low--iron quota diatom), as well as in field populations of diatoms ([@R10], [@R11]). Although the role and function of ISIP1 and ISIP3 remain unknown, it has been demonstrated experimentally that ISIP2a is involved in the nonreductive uptake of ferric \[Fe(III)\] iron by Morrissey *et al*. ([@R12]). Because of its binding Fe(III) at the cell surface, this protein was suggested to correspond to the hypothetical protein "phytotransferrin" ([@R12]), proposed more than 30 years ago by Anderson and Morel working on *Thalassiosira weissflogii* ([@R13]). This suggestion has recently been confirmed by McQuaid *et al*. ([@R14]) who showed that ISIP2a and human transferrin are functional equivalents. Putative ISIP functions may include whole-cell regulation of iron stress responses, iron storage, or involvement in the uptake process of discrete Fe sources from the environment.

The chemical speciation of Fe in seawater is dynamic and controlled by processes that occur at different spatiotemporal scales. Although geological processes such as lithogenic input and sedimentation are better characterized, biological regulation of Fe cycling is elusive, particularly due to presumed microbial preferences for Fe species within the iron pool and flux between community members ([@R15]). Defining discrete functional groups of phytoplankton and their preferences for the various fractions of the Fe pool is paramount for a better understanding of the biological component of Fe biochemistry. To this purpose, ongoing oceanography research is investigating which Fe forms are more "bioavailable" to diatoms in natural populations. Although dissolved uncomplexed ferrous \[Fe(II)\] iron (Fe′) appears to be the form most readily taken up by all phytoplankton, it is a scarce micronutrient, present at concentrations that are insufficient to satisfy the requirements of diatom species in bloom ([@R16]). A possible supplement to Fe′ is the organic pool of complexed Fe \[typically present as Fe(III)\], which is estimated to comprise \>99.9% of the dissolved Fe in the marine environment \[([@R17]) and references therein\]. Experimental incubation of natural seawater has shown active production of Fe-binding ligands concomitant with diatom growth under Fe-limiting conditions ([@R18], [@R19]), suggesting that these ligands play an important role in the diatom iron stress response. The organic chelators of Fe that have been described include discrete ligands, such as porphyrins, exopolymers, and humic substances, as well as siderophores. Siderophores are the strongest chelators, with thermodynamic stability constants in the range of 10^25^ to 10^50^ M^−1^.

In unicellular eukaryotes, two main strategies of iron acquisition from bound Fe(III) are known ([@R20]). One is reductive uptake, in which extracellular ferric complexes are dissociated by reduction before uptake via ferrireductases at the plasma membrane (Fre proteins). In the second strategy, known as nonreductive uptake, ferric iron is taken up without previous dissociation via specific high-affinity receptors. Iron is then released (often by reduction) from the chelates once inside the cell. Nonreductive iron uptake from siderophores is particularly well developed in yeast and other fungal species, as well as in bacteria ([@R21], [@R22]). Not only do these species have receptors able to recognize specific siderophores: Many of them are also producers of the same siderophore molecules, a factor that enables them to compete for iron more efficiently than other organisms. Conversely, no eukaryotic algae are known to produce siderophores (early studies that identified siderophore-producing algae subsequently have been deemed unreliable because of the likely presence of bacterial contaminants in the laboratory cultures). In diatoms, although reductive iron uptake is well known ([@R1]), and the ability to concentrate ferric iron at the cell surface in an ISIP2a-dependent process has been described ([@R12], [@R14]), there is currently no evidence for the nonreductive uptake of ferric iron bound to siderophores. Although some reports suggest that certain species of diatoms are capable of relying on siderophores for growth ([@R23]--[@R25]), these processes are not thought to rely on the uptake of siderophore-complexed iron directly into the cell as in fungal and bacterial systems, but are based on indiscriminate reductive processes at the cell surface ([@R26]).

Identification of diatoms capable of using siderophore-bound iron nonreductively would have significant implications. First, it would provide further support for the importance of nonreductive processes of iron uptake in these organisms. Second, knowledge of the mechanism of cellular uptake and the extent of its phylogenetic distribution could lead to the identification of new marker genes for assessing iron homeostasis in different kinds of diatoms, which is currently beyond our reach. Furthermore, if some diatoms can recognize specific complexes of Fe, then it would have consequences for understanding their functional ecology. In particular, specific recognition is the hallmark of well-characterized siderophore-based exchanges in terrestrial microbial communities. In this case, siderophores are considered as a "public good," capable of shaping competitive/cooperative dynamics, and species can be partitioned into producers, users, and cheaters who cannot synthesize siderophores, engaged in a survival race driven by the evolution of novel siderophore molecules and associated recognition systems ([@R27]). The ability to classify diatoms into such functional categories based on their relationship with a diverse range of iron sources, identified via molecular markers, would be a breakthrough for ocean models, because it would begin to open the "black box" of functional phytoplankton ecology in the context of global ocean biogeochemistry.

Here, we present the first evidence for direct intracellular uptake of siderophores by diatoms. We demonstrate that there is a species-specific preference for the form of siderophore recognized. This finding argues against the more general "nonspecific reduction at the cell surface" model proposed to explain the ability of diatoms to use chelated Fe ([@R26]). Furthermore, we use the model pennate diatom *P. tricornutum* to show that the siderophore uptake process involves endocytosis and delivery of siderophores to the chloroplast, where the bound Fe is finally released presumably by chloroplast-associated reductases. We show that the process of siderophore uptake is highly efficient, with an estimated affinity higher than for any other described eukaryote. Although the molecular machinery required for siderophore uptake remains unresolved, we link the ability to take up siderophores to the presence of the *ISIP1* gene. Using knockdown *ISIP1* lines, we show that the protein is necessary for the endocytic mechanism of uptake and exclude its role in reductive uptake of Fe. Finally, we use large sequencing data sets, from the Marine Microbial Eukaryote Transcriptome Sequencing Project (MMETSP) initiative ([@R28]) and the *Tara* Oceans atlas of eukaryotic genes ([@R29]), to verify that ISIP1 is largely evolutionarily restricted to diatoms and is highly expressed in Fe-poor regions of the world's ocean. We propose that siderophore uptake via an ISIP1-mediated mechanism is an adaptive strategy that has allowed some diatom lineages to flourish in iron-limited environments.

RESULTS
=======

Siderophore uptake by marine diatoms is species-specific
--------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether diatoms can exploit iron complexed with siderophores, we first measured the rates of iron uptake from hydroxamate and catecholate siderophores in three diatom species whose genomes have been sequenced---*P. tricornutum*, *Thalassiosira pseudonana*, and *T. oceanica*---and compared these rates to uptake of Fe′ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We found that both *P. tricornutum* and *T. oceanica* could take up iron from siderophores, albeit with contrasting uptake patterns. *P. tricornutum* could only take up hydroxamate-type siderophores, such as ferrioxamine B (FOB) and ferrichrome (FCH), whereas *T. oceanica* preferentially took up catecholate-type siderophores, such as enterobactin (ENT). *T. pseudonana* could not take up any kind of siderophore. The uptake from Fe′ is denoted by the black line (ferric EDTA treatment) in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Further, we performed a series of experiments with *P. tricornutum* to parametrize the kinetics of uptake for the two hydroxamate siderophores (summarized in fig. S1). This allowed us to calculate their *K*~M~ and *V*~max~ to be 5 to 7 nM and 0.5 to 0.7 amol/hour per cell, respectively, the highest affinity ever described for any iron transport system in any eukaryotic cell. For comparison, in yeast, the *K*~M~ values for FCH and FOB uptake are in the range of 1 to 2 μM ([@R30]). We also found that uptake of FCH could be inhibited by addition of FOB and by gallium analogs of FCH (desferrichrome bound to Ga, denoted GaDFCH in fig. S1C). This confirms that all three compounds are taken up by the same mechanism and therefore exhibit competitive inhibition, in accordance to the estimated Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

![Iron uptake from different iron sources by *T. oceanica*, *P. tricornutum*, and *T. pseudonana*.\
The figure shows specificity of siderophore uptake in three species of diatoms. The cells were precultured in iron-deficient medium, harvested at mid-exponential growth, and washed once with iron-free medium. The cells were then resuspended in growth medium containing one of the following ^55^Fe-labeled sources supplied at 1 μM: ferric EDTA (black), FCH (red), FOB (blue), or ENT (green). The cells were washed on filters at intervals with the washing buffer, and ^55^Fe associated to the washed cells was counted by scintillation. Data are means ± SD from four experiments (biological replicates).](aar4536-F1){#F1}

Knocking down *ISIP1* inhibits the ability of *P. tricornutum* to acquire Fe from siderophores
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To locate putative genes that may be involved in the uptake of siderophores, we turned to the previously identified ISIPs. We were intrigued particularly by ISIP1, a putative membrane-associated protein with no recognizable functional domains, because it is the most highly expressed gene in *P. tricornutum* under iron-limiting conditions ([@R9]), and its presence/absence matches the ability of the tested diatoms to use siderophores---*ISIP1* is found in *T. oceanica and P. tricornutum* but not in *T. pseudonana* ([@R10]). To test whether ISIP1 may be involved in siderophore uptake, we examined the effect of knocking down the gene in transgenic *P. tricornutum* cell lines (see fig. S2 for summary of the knockdown). We found that the silenced strain was unable to grow on hydroxamate siderophores as a sole source of Fe ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and confirmed that there was a marked decrease in the rate of iron uptake from FOB ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) in this mutant. Through further experimentation, we were able to pinpoint this to the inability of the cells to import the siderophores across the cell membrane, whereas binding at the cell surface remained unaffected (fig. S3). As a control, we compared the behavior of the *ISIP1* knockdown to that of the *ISIP2a* knockdown that was generated previously ([@R12]). In this previous work, we found that *ISIP2a*, the second most highly up-regulated gene under conditions of iron starvation, is involved in the nonreductive uptake of unbound Fe(III). As expected, the *ISIP2a* knockdown line demonstrated a decreased iron uptake from ferric EDTA, as previously reported, but showed no significant difference in its uptake of FOB compared to wild type ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![*P. tricornutum ISIP1* knockdown cells are unable to grow on FOB as the sole source of iron.\
(**A**) *P. tricornutum* is able to grow on 15 pM Fe′ (black line) and 10 nM FOB (red line) as sole Fe sources in Aquil media. The *ISIP1* knockdown (k/d) line shows reduced growth on Fe′ (blue line) and no growth on FOB (green). Error bars denote SDs from three biological replicates. Before the start of the experiment, cultures were depleted of Fe through a 10-day preculture on low-Fe Aquil. (**B**) Comparison of siderophore uptake by *P. tricornutum* wild-type (WT) cells (rhombus markers) versus *ISIP1* (square) and *ISIP2a* (triangle) knockdown cell lines.](aar4536-F2){#F2}

Further, we conducted an experiment that looked at siderophore uptake over a longer time course. We examined uptake of siderophores versus ferric EDTA in *P. tricornutum* cells maintained in exponential growth phase (wild-type and *ISIP1* knockdown lines) in iron-rich and iron-deficient media over a period of 2 weeks. This approach allowed us to follow ferrireductase activity and compare the response of the cells to ferric EDTA versus FOB. We found that uptake of FOB was maximally induced in wild-type cells after 1 week of growth under iron-deficient conditions, whereas the FOB uptake capacity of *ISIP1* knockdown lines remained low under all conditions ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum FOB uptake capacity in wild-type cells did not correspond to the peak(s) of iron uptake capacity from ferric EDTA. Unlike FOB, iron uptake from ferric EDTA was not significantly different between wild-type and *ISIP1* knockdown lines ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), although the inducible ferrireductase activity was higher in *ISIP1* knockdown lines than in wild-type cells ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the loss of FOB uptake activity in these cells was probably not related to reductase activity.

![Iron uptake from siderophores and from ferric EDTA is not regulated in the same way.\
The figure shows rates of iron uptake from ferric EDTA (**A**) and FOB (**B**) as well as ferrireductase activity (**C**) as a function of time in wild-type (black) and *ISIP1* knockdown cell lines (red) grown in iron-rich (closed symbols) or iron-deficient medium (open symbols). The cells were grown for 1 week in iron-rich medium (1 μM ferric citrate in Mf medium), washed twice with iron-free Mf medium, and re-inoculated at 2 × 10^6^ cells/ml in iron-free (open symbols) or iron-rich medium (1 μM ferric citrate; closed symbols). The cultures were diluted every 2 days with the same media to maintain cell density at 2 × 10^6^ cells/ml for 2 weeks. For ferrireductase activity, initial rates of uptake (first 30 min of kinetics) are plotted against the day since the start of the experiment. Data are means ± SD from four experiments (two biological replicates with two technical replicates). *ISIP1* knockdown cell lines show a marked descrease in Fe uptake from FOB, but not from ferric EDTA, and a higher ferrireductase activity than wild-type cells. Maximal induction of FOB uptake activity under iron-deficient condition occurred before maximal induction of ferric EDTA uptake activity.](aar4536-F3){#F3}

On the basis of these collective findings, we propose that the mechanism of iron uptake from siderophores does not involve a reductive step. We also infer that there are several iron uptake systems at play in *P. tricornutum*, whose individual impairment has consequences on whole-cell physiology. This hypothesis would explain our observation of reduced growth on ferric EDTA in *ISIP1* knockdown lines ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), despite increased ferrireductase activity and unimpaired uptake of iron from ferric EDTA ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It is also possible that the *ISIP1* gene has further cell functions or is involved in the post-uptake processing of iron sourced from ferric EDTA.

Siderophores are taken up by endocytosis
----------------------------------------

To track the uptake and intracellular fate of siderophores in *P. tricornutum*, we used a conjugated FOB coupled to a fluorescent moiety, nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazole (FOB-NBD), which we previously synthesized as described by Ouchetto *et al*. ([@R31]). For the initial experiments, we used the gallium analog of FOB-NBD (Ga-DFOB-NBD) to avoid fluorescence quenching by iron. As shown in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} (A and B), Ga-DFOB-NBD was taken up and accumulated inside iron-stressed *P. tricornutum* cells in vesicles juxtaposed to the chloroplast. This process was not observed in iron-stressed *ISIP1* knockdown lines, where no intracellular fluorescence from Ga-DFOB-NBD could be detected, an observation consistent with our findings presented in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. It should be noted that both wild-type and *ISIP1* knockdown cells were alive and photosynthetically active, as shown by their intact chloroplasts and fusiform shape. Stressed and dying *P. tricornutum* cultures have a high proportion of ovate cells ([@R32]), which were not observed in this experiment.

![Siderophores are taken up into the cell by endocytosis.\
(**A**) Cells of the wild-type (top) and *ISIP1* knockdown line (bottom) were grown for 5 days in iron-deficient medium, concentrated to about 5 × 10^7^ cells/ml, and then incubated for 15 hours with 1 μM of the fluorescent conjugate of desferrioxamine B complexed with gallium (Ga-DFOB-NBD). Intracellular accumulation of the fluorescent siderophore analog was only observed in wild-type cells. Scale bar, 5 μm. (**B**) DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) staining of the cells (scale bar, 5 μm) to reveal that nuclear localization confirmed siderophore localization in a vesicle close to the chloroplast (red, chloroplast; blue, nucleus; green, fluorescent siderophore). (**C**) Iron uptake from 1 μM FOB (left) and from 1 μM ferric EDTA (right) by wild-type (black circles) and *ISIP1* knockdown cells (red squares) in the presence (closed symbols) or absence (open symbols) of 10 μM of the endocytosis inhibitor dynasore. Dynasore inhibited iron uptake from FOB and enhanced iron uptake from ferric EDTA. (**D**) Effect of other endocytosis inhibitors on the rate of iron uptake from FOB and ferric EDTA (1 μM). Cells were preincubated for 10 min with the following inhibitors before adding ^55^Fe: dynasore (10 μM), dansylcadaverine (100 μM), phenylarsine oxide (10 μM), dimethyl amiloride (50 μM), chlorpromazine (50 μM), or methyl-β-cyclodextrin (1 mM) \[added from 1000× stock solutions in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO); pure DMSO was added as a control\].](aar4536-F4){#F4}

The vesicular localization of Ga-DFOB-NBD ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, A and B) suggested an endocytosis process. Therefore, we checked the effect of endocytosis inhibitors on the uptake of iron added in the form of siderophores or as ferric EDTA. Addition of the endocytosis inhibitor dynasore decreased siderophore uptake by more than 75% while markedly increasing iron uptake from ferric EDTA ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We confirmed this finding by using a range of other endocytosis inhibitors with the strongest effects recorded using dansylcadaverine, phenylarsine oxide, and chlorpromazine ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). All endocytosis inhibitors had a stimulatory effect on iron uptake from ferric EDTA, which was proportional to their inhibitory effect on FOB uptake ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). It is possible that this increased uptake is due to the inhibition of intracellular cycling of iron transporters. For example, stabilization of the iron transporter IRT1 due to endocytosis inhibition has been shown experimentally in *Arabidopsis thaliana*, with an apparent increase in iron uptake at the cell surface ([@R33]). We suggest that a similar scenario is at play in *P. tricornutum*.

Inhibition of siderophore uptake by three endocytosis inhibitors was confirmed microscopically using Ga-DFOB-NBD. No vesicles containing the fluorophore-tagged siderophores could be detected in the presence of the endocytosis inhibitors (fig. S4A). Finally, as a further control for our findings and validation of our methods, we measured the rate of iron uptake in the presence of strong chelators of ferrous iron (ferrozine and bathophenanthroline disulfonate). As expected, addition of these chelators decreased the rate of ^55^Fe uptake from ferric EDTA but not from siderophores, further consolidating the view that siderophores were not reduced before uptake (fig. S4B).

Our data indicate that in *P. tricornutum*, hydroxamate siderophores are taken up by endocytosis in a nondissociative mechanism involving ISIP1. According to this hypothesis, the intracellular vesicle in which the siderophores accumulate should originate from endocytosis vesicles forming at the cell surface. We tested whether *ISIP1* knockdown lines showed signs of aborted endocytosis by staining iron-starved cells with the amphiphilic dye FM4-64, which has been used to investigate endocytosis and vesicle trafficking in other eukaryotes ([@R34]). As expected, in wild-type cells, we observed the formation of organelles originating from the plasma membrane by endocytosis, such as vacuoles and uncharacterized vesicles, which were observed throughout the cell interior (an indication of vesicular flux). This is to be contrasted with *ISIP1* knockdown cell lines, where we only observed "sickle-shaped" vesicles attached to the membrane (fig. S5). These structures are suggestive of aborted endocytic vesicles that remain attached to the plasma membrane. Accordingly, we observed less intracellular fluorescent signal of NBD in knockdown cells than in wild-type cells incubated in the presence of Ga-DFOB-NBD (fig. S5).

Siderophores are delivered to the chloroplast where Fe is released
------------------------------------------------------------------

Because most of the imaged vesicles containing the siderophores were observed near the diatom chloroplast, we hypothesized that this may be the ultimate destination for siderophore-complexed iron. This is reasonable because iron deprivation is particularly detrimental to photosynthesis, where so many proteins rely on Fe as a cofactor. When we used the nonfluorescent, iron-loaded FOB-NBD in a time course experiment, visually summarized in movie S1, we observed that iron was released rapidly from the siderophore in these vesicles once it was in the vicinity of the chloroplast. The video shows live imaged cells that have been pulsed with FOB-NBD. After just under 5 min, there is a clear bright intracellular signal of fluorescence near/at the chloroplast. We speculate that the signal is due to the unloading of Fe from the siderophore, releasing the fluorescent desferri-siderophore (DFOB-NBD; movie S1). Our observation of iron released intracellularly is further evidence that iron uptake from siderophores does not involve a reduction step at the cell surface, strengthening the findings presented in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and is contrary to the model proposed by Shaked and Lis ([@R15]), in which it is proposed that diatoms are able to take up organic-bound iron indiscriminately by reduction on the cell surface.

We then used a "Trojan horse" approach to test whether siderophores were taken into the chloroplast of *P. tricornutum*. We coupled FOB chemically to inhibitors of chlorophyll biosynthesis, which would be fatal to the cell if they reached the chloroplast interior. Specifically, we tested two such conjugates, FOB coupled to a diphenyl ether moiety (FOB-DPE) and FOB coupled to acifluorfen (FOB-AF), both inhibitors of protoporphyrinogen oxidase, which performs the ninth step in the tetrapyrrole biosynthesis pathway, and is thus essential for chlorophyll and heme biosynthesis ([@R35]). We incubated iron-starved cells with these constructs and measured their effects on cell growth and cell chlorophyll content in both wild-type cells and the *ISIP1* knockdown line. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes our findings and relevant controls. Addition of both FOB-DPE and FOB-AF (at two different concentrations, 1 and 5 μM) to the growth medium caused a marked decrease in the chlorophyll content of wild-type cells, leading to cell death. Remarkably, *ISIP1* knockdown cell lines were insensitive to these toxic agents, displaying no loss of chlorophyll and continued growth in their presence (red lines in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A to C), indicating that mutants deficient in ISIP1 were unable to deliver FOB to the chloroplast. Furthermore, the effects of the toxic conjugates could be reversed in wild-type cells by adding an excess of unconjugated FOB, acting as a competitive inhibitor to FOB-DPE and FOB-AF ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This confirms that the uptake of the toxic conjugated agents was due to uptake of FOB, and not due to uptake or permeability of the cell to AF and DPE. As a further validation, we tested whether the unconjugated forms of AF and DPE were toxic to the cells, and found that they were significantly less toxic than the FOB conjugates for wild-type cells ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Inhibition of growth and chlorophyll biosynthesis by the FOB conjugates of AF and DPE in *P. tricornutum* supports the hypothesis that internalized siderophores reach the chloroplast interior.

*ISIP1* localizes to the cell surface and chloroplast, is largely diatom-specific and globally abundant
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

![Siderophores are taken into the chloroplast.\
Effect of FOB coupled to protoporphyrinogen oxidase inhibitors on the growth and chlorophyll content of wild-type and *ISIP1* knockdown cells shows that siderophores taken up by the cells can reach the chloroplast. In these experiments, chemical derivatives of the siderophore FOB were used in a Trojan horse approach to reach (or not) the target of the inhibitors coupled to FOB (inhibitors of protoporphyrinogen oxidase, one of the last enzymes of heme and chlorophyll biosynthesis). Wild-type and *ISIP1* knockdown cells were inoculated at about 5 × 10^5^ cells/ml in the Mf medium containing 1 to 5 μM of FOB-DPE (with a 10% excess iron, that is, an Fe/ligand ratio of 1.1 Fe for 1 DFOB) coupled to diphenyl-ether (FOB-DPE) (**A** and **B**) or to acifluorfen (FOB-AF) (**C**). Cell growth (top; black circles, wild-type; red squares, *ISIP1* knockdown) and cell chlorophyll content (bottom; black circles, wild type; red squares, *ISIP1* knockdown) were monitored by flow cytometry (see Materials and Methods; chlorophyll fluorescence is expressed in 10^5^× FL3 units). (**D**) Wild-type cells were grown in the presence of 5 μM of the unconjugated forms of AF (circles) or DPE (squares). In control experiments (**E**), wild-type (black circles) and ISIP1 knockdown cells (red squares) were grown in the presence of 1 μM FOB (uncoupled, with a 10% excess iron; closed symbols), and wild-type cells were grown with 1 μM FOB-DPE plus an excess of FOB (10 μM, uncoupled; open circles). Data are means ± SD from four experiments (biological replicates).](aar4536-F5){#F5}

We have shown that ISIP1 is required for the delivery of siderophore-complexed iron to the chloroplast ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and that its knockdown results in an abortive endocytosis process at the cell surface (fig. S5) and inability to grow on siderophore iron as a sole Fe source ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Iron uptake experiments confirmed that *ISIP1* knockdown affected the capacity for iron uptake from FOB but not its binding (fig. S3). Although identifying the precise function of ISIP1 is the subject of ongoing investigation, we are able to comment on the intracellular localization of the protein, its phylogeny, and distribution in the environment.

We engineered a *P. tricornutum* line expressing a yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) gene fusion to the 3′ terminus of *ISIP1* driven by the native ISIP1 promoter (ISIP1-YFP). Imaging of the cells under conditions of iron deprivation revealed that the ISIP1 protein localized to both the cell surface and the chloroplast (fig. S6). More specifically, we observed that prolonged Fe deprivation led to the accumulation of the protein on the chloroplast surface, perhaps the periplastidal compartment as seen in the study of Bullmann *et al*. ([@R36]), whereas in the early stages of Fe limitation, or during incubation with siderophore analogs (Ga-DFCH), ISIP1-YFP was also detected on the cell membrane. As a follow-up to these observations, we used bioinformatics to determine whether the protein had a predicted signal peptide or a chloroplast targeting sequence. The combined algorithms of SignalP v.3.0 (using neural networks) and ASAFind suggest that ISIP1 has a predicted N-terminal signal peptide but that it is not targeted to the chloroplast because it lacks the FWYL residue at +1 of the post-SP cleavage site typically associated with plastid-targeted proteins (see fig. S7 for protein sequence and annotations) ([@R37]).

In *P. tricornutum*, *ISIP1* encodes a \~62-kDa protein composed of 569 amino acids (Phatr3 annotations) ([@R38]). Computational comparison of the peptide sequence against protein sequence databases predicts the following motifs (fig. S7): an N-terminal cleaved signal peptide, expected to direct ISIP1 to the secretory pathway, a C-terminal transmembrane helix anchoring it to the cell membrane, and a highly conserved endocytosis motif (D/ExxxL) 22 amino acids C-terminal to the transmembrane helix, also predicted by Lommer *et al*. ([@R10]). This endocytosis motif is recognized by the adaptor protein-2 (AP-2) complex, an abundant adaptor in plasma membrane--derived clathrin-coated vesicles with predicted orthologs in *P. tricornutum* ([@R39]). The extracellular bulk of the protein contains no known functional domains but is predicted to fold (SWISS-MODEL, ExPASy) into a seven-bladed β-propeller, likely composed of two lobes on each side of a cysteine-rich region, reminiscent of but not related to motifs that result in Fe-S clusters. A range of functionally unrelated proteins are known to contain β-propellers at their core; the structurally rigid surface created is often implicated in protein-protein recognition ([@R40]).

We investigated the distribution and evolution of ISIP1 across the tree of life. First, we searched for homologs of the *P. tricornutum* ISIP1 sequence using a reciprocal BLAST best-hit strategy against a composite library consisting of UniRef, other genomic data sets hosted separately on Joint Genome Institute (JGI), and eukaryotic transcriptomes sequenced through the MMETSP initiative (see Materials and Methods for details; [Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We did not find any ISIP1 sequences in prokaryotes, animals/fungi, viridiplantae, and most nondiatom eukaryotic algae. Conversely, we found that *ISIP1* is largely a diatom-specific gene, with 28 of 99 diatom species identified as expressing this gene, including members of the pennate and centric species, including the basally divergent genus *Corethron* ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note that our estimate is likely to be conservative, because most of the databases queried provide information on transcribed genes, and we know that for *ISIP1* transcription, a prerequisite is iron limitation.

![*ISIP1* presence in eukaryotes and distribution/expression in the global ocean.\
(**A**) Heatmap showing the presence of homologs of *P. tricornutum ISIP1*, identified by reciprocal BLAST best-hit search with a threshold *e* value of 1 × 10^−5^, against different eukaryotic species contained in a curated library consisting of decontaminated sequences from MMETSP, supplemented with a further 79 eukaryotic genome and transcriptome libraries (table S1) ([@R41]). Cells in color correspond to the presence of a homologous sequence in a particular strain; gray cells indicate species queried where no homolog was detected. Lineages are shown per the consensus topologies obtained from recent phylogenomic studies of nuclear genomes and are shaded by origin. Two transfer events, labeled with curved red arrows, demonstrate (A) a proposed plastid-associated gene transfer event that occurred from a common ancestor of pelagophytes and dictyochophytes into a common ancestor of the haptophyte lineage ([@R41]), and (B) the inferred origin point of the haptophyte-derived plastids found in fucoxanthin-containing dinoflagellates. (**B**) Analysis of abundance of *ISIP1* sequences in the *Tara* Oceans metagenome and metatranscriptome data set, determined for seven ocean provinces \[North Pacific Ocean (NPO), Southern Ocean (SO), South Pacific Ocean (SPO), North Atlantic Ocean (NAO), South Atlantic Ocean (SAO), Mediterranean Sea (MS), and Indian Ocean (IO)\], and given as RPKM (indicated by size of circles; normalized against a set of housekeeping genes and transcripts; see Materials and Methods). The position of the circles on the diatom 18*S* phylogeny tree reflects the degree of taxonomic assignation from the sequence data.](aar4536-F6){#F6}

We noted some possible homologs of ISIP1 in eight species of pelagophytes, haptophytes, and fucoxanthin-containing dinoflagellates within the genus *Karenia* ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). It is noteworthy that the lineages of pelagophyte, haptophyte, and fucoxanthin-containing dinoflagellate species, which appear to have a homologous copy of *ISIP1*, have been inferred to be connected to one another through historical plastid endosymbiosis events ([@R41]). This endosymbiosis-related connection among these other *ISIP1*-containing species would support the hypothesis that ISIP1 is a plastid-related protein with a plastid-associated distribution across the tree of life. Finally, we constructed a phylogeny of all *ISIP1* sequences (fig. S8; see table S1 for alignments). The diatom sequences formed a robustly supported monophyletic clade (MrBayes posterior probability = 1; RAxML bootstrap support \> 95%, both under three substitution matrices), to the exclusion of the pelagophyte, haptophyte, and dinoflagellate sequences. However, we noted that the branching order of the diatom ISIP1 sequences did not reflect the underlying evolutionary relationships between different diatom species. We identified multiple cases in which, for example, ISIP1 sequences from pennate diatom lineages were more closely related to sequences from centric diatoms than to other pennate species (fig. S8). We additionally found several diatom species (for example, *Fragilariopsis kerguelensis* and *Thalassiosira antarctica*) that appear to have multiple, distantly related copies of the *ISIP1* gene. This distribution might reflect horizontal gene transfer events within the diatoms, or repeated paralogy events and differential loss of individual *ISIP1* copies in different diatom species (fig. S8).

Using the reference sequences obtained, we assessed the environmental presence and expression of diatom *ISIP1* across seven ocean provinces (North and South Atlantic, Mediterranean Sea, Indian Ocean, North and South Pacific, and Southern Ocean) by querying the *Tara* Oceans diatom metagenome and metatranscriptome atlas, which is composed of data collected from 68 geographical locations across all the major oceanic provinces except the Arctic ([@R29]). Our findings, summarized in [Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, show that *ISIP1* is most highly expressed in the Southern Ocean and the Southern Pacific Ocean, with the majority of transcripts originating from the orders of *Thalassionemales* and *Chaetocerotales* (80 and 14%, respectively; table S1). The transcript or gene abundances, which are directly proportional to the size of the circles on the phylogenetic tree, are given as RPKM (reads per kilobase million) and normalized against a set of housekeeping genes and transcripts (see Materials and Methods). The position of the circles on the tree reflects the degree of taxonomic assignation from the retrieved sequence data. Proximity to the tips of the branches indicates a more refined taxonomic assignation achieved by the model. Where the circles are at the base of the tree, the model confidently allocated the *ISIP1* sequences into the diatom phylum "Bacillariophyceae," but further phylogenetic assignation was not supported statistically. It is of note that both Southern Ocean and the Southern Pacific Ocean, from which the majority of *ISIP1* genes and transcripts were retrieved, are known to be chronically iron-limited, so our finding that this is where *ISIP1* transcripts are most abundant is congruent with our physiological laboratory-based experiments.

DISCUSSION
==========

In the present manuscript, we corroborate previous observations that some diatoms are able to use iron complexed to siderophores, which are some of the most tenacious organic chelators of iron. We compared the preferences of three sequenced species---*P. tricornutum*, *T. oceanica*, and *T. pseudonana*---for siderophore type and found significant differences. Particularly noteworthy is the inability of *T. pseudonana* to uptake rapidly either catecholate or hydroxamate siderophores compared with ferric EDTA, despite belonging to the same genus as *T. oceanica*, which can take up catecholate-bound Fe efficiently. Phylogenetic proximity is therefore unlikely to be an indicator of functional capacity for different modes of Fe uptake. Instead, we link the ability for siderophore uptake with the presence/absence of the *ISIP1* gene, which is the most highly up-regulated gene under conditions of iron stress, defined by low availability of labile ferrous iron \[Fe(II)\] in laboratory experiments ([@R9], [@R10]). It is also noteworthy that, unlike *P. tricornutum* and *T. oceanica*, *T. pseudonana* is not a low--iron quota diatom because it cannot grow in the chronically low iron concentrations that are commonly found in the most severely Fe-limited regions of the world's ocean ([@R7], [@R42]).

We used the MMETSP and UniProt databases to conduct a phylogenetic survey of ISIP1 distribution and found it to be largely confined to diatoms, with some transcripts detected in pelagophytes, haptophytes, and fucoxanthin-containing dinoflagellate species, linked together by historical plastid endosymbiosis events ([@R41]). Although it remains to be shown whether *ISIP1* can be used as a biomarker for siderophore uptake in diatoms through more extensive analyses, no published reports would contradict this observation. For example, an influential study by Hutchins *et al*. ([@R43]) compared the preferences of two centric diatom species, *T. weissflogii* (CCMP 1049) and *Skeletonema costatum* (CCMP 1332), with two cyanobacterial species (*Synechococcus* sp. CCMP 1334 and PCC 7002) for organic chelates of Fe, including a range of siderophores and porphyrins, to conclude that the diatoms were poor competitors for siderophores. However, the data are biased by the observed inability of *S. costatum* to use siderophores, in sharp contrast to *T. weissflogii*, which readily took up alterobactins, ferrioxamine, and FCH. Our analysis of ISIP1 presence/absence underscores this finding because *T. weissflogii* has *ISIP1* in its genetic portfolio, whereas *S. costatum* does not. Conversely, a recent study by Cohen *et al*. ([@R8]) found that *ISIP1* was strongly up-regulated in natural phytoplankton communities enriched in *Pseudo-nitzschia* and *Thalassiosira* diatoms in microcosm experiments supplemented with desferrioxamine B (200 nM), a concentration sufficient to chelate any available iron in the seawater into siderophore-bound FOB.

Although the presence of ISIP1 may confer an ability to take up and use a range of siderophores, it is likely to be only a part of the molecular machinery required for the process. We found that although its synthesis is strongly up-regulated under conditions of iron starvation and that its localization to the cell membrane is induced by siderophore analogs, *ISIP1* knockdown did not affect siderophore binding at the cell surface of *P. tricornutum*, so it is unlikely to be a binding protein for siderophores. On the other hand, a good candidate is the ferrichrome-binding protein FBP1 annotated in the *P. tricornutum* genome. In *T. oceanica*, which contains ISIP1 and lives in low-Fe oceanic regions, the catecholate siderophore ENT is taken up preferentially to hydroxamate siderophores, so it is tempting to speculate that the same ISIP1-dependent process is involved in siderophore uptake in this species, which likely has different siderophore receptors at the cell surface than *P. tricornutum*. *T. oceanica* also contains FBP1, which suggests that a third, as yet unknown, gene is responsible for the differences in physiology.

A previous study by Maldonado and Price ([@R25]) focused on the uptake of FOB by *T. oceanica* and concluded that it occurred through reduction of the FOB complex at the cell surface. In our hands, uptake of FOB by *T. oceanica* was very poor and the species had a clear preference for the catecholate siderophore ENT. We do not believe the two studies to be directly comparable (due to a range of methodological differences), although the disparity in conclusions of each study highlights the need to identify a mechanistic connection between siderophore groups and diatom species capable of their uptake.

FOB uptake kinetics were remarkable in *P. tricornutum*. To our knowledge, the siderophore uptake system we have uncovered shows the highest affinity described for any iron transport system in any eukaryotic cell. Our observations also question the previous hypothesis that removal of the chelated Fe occurs on the surface of the cell, by reduction, in a process that does not discriminate between siderophore product ([@R15]). We present multiple lines of evidence in support of a nonreductive mechanism for siderophore uptake. The most marked is our microscopy-based demonstration of siderophore analogs inside *P. tricornutum* and the unloading of Fe from a fluorescently tagged FOB in the vicinity of the chloroplast. Further evidence is the observation that, in *P. tricornutum*, uptake of iron from siderophores was not inhibited by ferrous chelators, which, by acting on the cell surface, would immediately remove any Fe′ released from the siderophores.

Our evidence for the process of siderophore uptake in *P. tricornutum* is reminiscent of what has been reported in yeast, rather than bacteria. Here, genes encoding siderophore transporters are induced by iron deprivation, whereas induction of siderophore uptake requires the sensing by the cells of siderophores (or siderophore analogs) in the medium, meaning that siderophore uptake is regulated through a delicate balance between the sensing of iron as a metal and siderophores as specific iron complexes required for inducing the uptake process ([@R44]). A similar process could be at play in *P. tricornutum*, which we are currently trying to determine. The role of endocytosis, a process confined to eukaryotes, further supports this connection. We found that inhibitors of endocytosis had the effect of inhibiting Fe uptake from siderophores. Endocytosis of siderophores was also aborted in *P. tricornutum* lines with decreased ISIP1 protein. It is possible that it is the link between ISIP1 and endocytosis, a function that bacteria are not capable of, that gives diatoms a competitive edge in natural communities for the scavenging of iron. Siderophore uptake by an endocytosis pathway targeted to the chloroplast, where iron limitation would be most acute in photosynthetic cells, is a novel and efficient pathway for surviving iron stress in an alga.

Our study highlights the importance of working with model species, which allow a detailed dissection of cell physiology and can bring to light the molecular underpinnings of environmentally important processes. However, it also cautions against unqualified extrapolations of results obtained in one species as trends that go beyond the functional group described, or into environments where the findings are irrelevant. In terms of quantifying functional relevance, the *Tara* Oceans data set represents an invaluable resource. Although *P. tricornutum* is not an abundant diatom in the ocean, the *ISIP1* gene identified in this species is ubiquitous globally, and both this study and others have found its expression to be a biomarker for iron stress ([@R8]--[@R11]). Although iron speciation and bioavailability are widely recognized to be important drivers of ocean ecosystems ([@R45]), measuring the pool of iron using chemical methods alone remains a major challenge ([@R17]). We propose that routine measurements of in situ *ISIP1* expression during ocean studies could provide a significant improvement on current practices. A composite biomarker for iron stress has been proposed by Marchetti *et al*. ([@R46]) based on the relative expression of ferritin (*FTN*; a measure of iron storage, when iron is replete) compared to phytotransferrin *ISIP2a* (a measure of iron starvation). Adding to this a measure of *ISIP1* expression would serve two purposes: It would provide a more diatom-specific measure of iron status and provide a possible indicator of plankton community interactions because it signals the use of siderophores in the water column by diatoms. The latter interpretation requires caution, because it remains an open question whether ISIP1 has the unique function of mediating endocytosis-driven uptake of siderophore iron in diatoms, or whether it is involved in additional cellular processes.

Furthermore, the importance of the siderophore pool in driving diatom dynamics in natural communities requires experimental assessment in situ. This is becoming increasingly more likely as chemical techniques for identification of siderophores in seawater are improving. Although marine siderophores produced in laboratory cultures have been found to contain all major chelating groups (hydroxamate, catecholate, and carboxylate) in a staggering variety of forms ([@R47]), until recently, only hydroxamate siderophores (which are hydrophilic) have been detected in seawater. For example, in the Atlantic Ocean, ferrioxamine-type siderophores were detected ubiquitously and were found to be present at concentrations of up to 20 pM, which accounts for between 0.5 and 5% of the total dissolved Fe pool ([@R48]). Using state-of-the-art liquid chromatography--inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry with metal isotope pattern detection algorithms, Boiteau *et al*. ([@R49]) successfully detected amphibactins in the high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll region of a transect along a nutrient gradient in the eastern Pacific Ocean. They further detected ferrioxamine-type siderophores not only in coastal regions, which were characterized by Fe limitation, but also in oligotrophic waters, which were characterized by limitation in all nutrients. The authors proposed that changes in siderophore abundances could be characterized by a changing bacterial community, which, in turn, is driven by a trade-off between the requirements for nitrogen and Fe.

In conclusion, our finding that some diatoms demonstrate a specific preference for siderophores has consequences for the study of microbial ecology of natural communities exchanging organic products. It is clear that reliance on model species, while remaining imperative, should also be nuanced with a better understanding of the natural environment and metabolic capacities of individual species. We have used *P. tricornutum* as a model for low--iron quota diatoms and have found a candidate gene, *ISIP1*, which relates the ability of this species to take up and use hydroxamate siderophores through a mechanism that requires endocytosis and appears to not require reduction of these siderophore complexes at the cell surface. This adds to the repertoire of uptake pathways known in diatom species and highlights their adaptive/competitive abilities for obtaining Fe from the heterogeneous and dynamic pool of natural Fe complexes in the ocean. However, further physiological studies involving studies in the field will be required to determine the extent to which diatoms have the relevant molecular machinery to take up environmentally relevant siderophores. If ocean models are to accurately predict global changes to phytoplankton productivity, then they will have to incorporate an understanding of both the chemistry and speciation of Fe in seawater as well as information on the interaction between these Fe complexes, phytoplankton functional groups, and Fe cycling within the microbial communities. Given the sensitivity of these processes to oxygen, pH, and temperature, their incorporation into biogeochemical models will likely improve model performance in predicting the consequences on marine biota of a future ocean affected by climate change ([@R50]). Finally, because ISIP1-dependent siderophore uptake is nonreductive, as previously shown for ferric iron uptake mediated by ISIP2a ([@R12]), these combined results infer that our current view of iron uptake in diatoms as occurring principally through reductive mechanisms requires revision.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Transgenic diatoms
------------------

*P. tricornutum ISIP2a* knockdown lines were constructed as previously described ([@R12]). *P. tricornutum ISIP1* knockdown lines were constructed under the control of the FCPB promoter, as described by Siaut *et al*. ([@R51]), using the primers *ISIP1*-antisense-Fw (5′-GAATTCGATCGACCCCAAGTCTAGCA-3′) and *ISIP1*-antisense-Rv (5′-TCTAGATGCGCTCGTAGTTTTGAACA-3′).

Expression of the transgenic constructs was maintained under zeocin selection (50 μg/ml). To generate ISIP1-YFP lines, the *ISIP1* gene was cloned into the vector plasmid pDEST-C-YFP using the Gibson Assembly Kit (New England Biolabs). A DNA fragment of *ISIP1* with its promoter region \[827 base pairs (bp) upstream the starting codon\] was polymerase chain reaction (PCR)--amplified using the primers ISIP1-Gb-Fw and ISIP1-FP-Gb-Rv and genomic DNA from *P. tricornutum* as template. This DNA fragment was assembled into pDEST-C-YFP previously PCR-amplified using the primers pDEST-FP-Gb-Fw and pDEST-Gb-Rv and the plasmid pDEST-C-YFP as a template. The *ISIP1* PCR-DNA fragment was designed with 20-bp overlaps (underlined region of the primers) to the flanking regions of the linearized pDEST-C-YFP. The pDEST-C-YFP PCR-DNA fragment was designed without the original constitutive FcpB promoter to study the expression of ISIP1:YFP under the native promoter of *ISIP1*. The resulting vector was introduced into *P. tricornutum* by microparticle bombardment, as described elsewhere ([@R52]). Positive transformants were selected using zeocin plates (50 μg/ml), and colonies were transferred to liquid media before screening with a microscope.

Molecular methods
-----------------

For RNA and complementary DNA analysis, the nucleic acids were extracted as described by Siaut *et al*. ([@R51]). Quantitative PCR (qPCR) of *ISIP1* was performed using the primers *ISIP1*-qPCR-Fw (5′-TACGAGGACGACAACGATATTGACGCA-3′) and *ISIP1*-qPCR-Rv (5′-GAAGATGTAGGCTGGCCATGAGACTGC-3′) following the previously optimized protocols described by Siaut *et al*. ([@R51]).

Expression of *ISIP1* was normalized to three housekeeping genes: the 30*S* ribosomal protein subunit (*RPS*), the TATA box--binding protein (*TBP*), and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase C2 (*gapC2*), which were found to be the most constant of 12 previously analyzed housekeeping genes in *P. tricornutum* ([@R51]). The normalization was calculated using the ΔΔ*C*~t~ method described by Livak and Schmittgen ([@R53]) incorporating the refinement described by Pfaffl *et al*. ([@R54]), which also takes into account primer efficiencies.

For Western blots, proteins were extracted by adding 50 μl of lysis buffer \[50 mM tris (pH 6.8), 2% SDS\] to frozen cell pellets, and cell lysates were incubated for 30 min at room temperature. Protein extracts (10 μg) from wild-type and *ISIP1* knockdown lines were resolved on 10% SDS--polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gels and transferred to nitrocellulose transfer membranes (Whatman) using the Biometra semi-dry method. The ISIP1 protein was detected by incubating the membranes with a 1:5000 dilution of rabbit polyclonal anti-ISIP1 antibody (gift of A. E. Allen, J. Craig Venter Institute/Scripps Institution of Oceanography/University of California, San Diego) after 2 hours at 4°C, followed by a 1-hour incubation with a 1:10,000 dilution of horseradish peroxidase--conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Promega) in 1× phosphate-buffered saline, 1% milk, and 0.1% Tween 20. The anti-H2B antibody was used as a loading control (1:5000 dilution). The signals were visualized using the enhanced chemiluminescence kit of Amersham Biosciences, and protein levels were quantified by densitometry using the Quantity One 4.1.1 software (Bio-Rad).

Culturing conditions and diatom growth measurements
---------------------------------------------------

For growth comparisons ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), steady-state cultures of wild-type axenic *P. tricornutum* and *ISIP1* knockdown mutant were maintained under constant light (100 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^) at 18°C and a state of iron deprivation. Axenicity was confirmed by examining the cultures under the microscrope and by standard plating analyses. The average cell concentration reached at steady state was 5 × 10^4^ cells/ml (with an average doubling time of 1.13 days^−1^ and σ^2^ \< 0.3). These were used as precultures to inoculate the experiment described in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} at a density of 2 × 10^3^ cells/ml at *t* = 0. For precultures, the growth medium contained 15 pM of dissolved iron, Fe′ (where Fe′ is estimated as the sum of all Fe species not complexed to EDTA), determined to be sufficient to starve *P. tricornutum* ([@R55]). The growth medium was a modified recipe of Aquil \[first described by Sunda *et al*. ([@R56])\] containing 100 μM nitrate, 10 μM phosphate and 100 μM silicate, standard f/2 vitamin concentrations, and 300 μM EDTA with free Zn, Mn, Co, Cu, MoO~4~, and SeO~3~ concentrations expressed as negative algorithms of 10.93, 8.03, 10.77, 12.63, 7.00, and 8.00. The total Fe concentration added was 7.5 nM Fe in the form of FeCl~3~, and Fe′ was calculated assuming a 2 nM background of Fe in the Aquil preparation and the equations of Sunda *et al*. ([@R56]), considering temperature and pH (buffered at 8.0). All culturing was carried out in polycarbonate tubes, with a culture volume of 20 ml. Reagents, media, and cultures were handled only using plasticware in a trace metal clean environment. Cell counts were taken daily in triplicate using an Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) calibrated against cell density measured using a Malassez chamber and gated for *P. tricornutum* based on cell autofluorescence ("FL3" channel, excitation 488 nm, emission ≥ 670 nm) as well as forward and side scatter. Fluorescence measurements were also taken daily (10AU fluorometer by Turner Designs) to corroborate the cell count values. For the FOB treatment, Aquil medium equilibrated at 15 pM Fe′ was spiked with DFOB (desferrioxamine B) to bring the medium to a final concentration of 10 nM FOB. The medium was equilibrated overnight at 18°C in the dark before inoculation with *P. tricornutum.* The original Aquil solution was prepared with 10 nM Fe-EDTA (which was calculated to dissociate into 15 pM Fe′ under the experimental conditions).

Iron uptake measurements
------------------------

Iron uptake measurements were carried out according to the methodology described previously by Morrissey *et al*. ([@R12]), specifically adapted to *P. tricornutum*. Briefly, cells were harvested at mid-exponential growth from iron-deplete cultures grown in EDTA-free artificial seawater (Mf medium) that did not contain added Fe and buffered at pH 7.8 \[Hepes (1 g/liter), tris (0.3 g/liter)\]. The cell concentration reached at steady state was approximately 1 × 10^5^ cells/ml. Harvested cells were concentrated by centrifugation (discarding the supernatant) to a density of approximately 1 × 10^6^ cells/ml, washed with iron-free Mf medium followed by 0.1 mM EDTA to chelate any iron, followed by another round of washing in iron-free media to remove the EDTA. Following these wash steps, cells were inoculated into the wells of a 96-well microtiter plate (200 μl per well) containing fresh iron-free Mf medium and kept in the dark for the duration of the experiment. At the start of each time course, wells were spiked with a source of ^55^Fe, and measurements were collected at regular intervals ([@R12]). For each measurement, cells were soaked for 5 min in an oxalate/EDTA mixture and then washed three times in fresh oxalate/EDTA solution, and the remaining iron was associated to the cells counted by scintillation after bleaching of the cell fluorescence with hypochlorite, which does not interfere with Fe content ([@R57]). The contaminating iron in "-Fe" cultures (with no added iron) was estimated to be less than 1 nM ([@R58]). Our plate assay for ^55^Fe uptake is a high-throughput alternative to the traditional ^59^Fe manual uptake assays. By processing and washing on a filter 24 samples at once, it enables a comparison of different conditions rapidly and with several replicates. It decreases significantly the statistical deviation observed between replicates. However, for key significant findings, we repeated our work with the more laborious traditional method, working with lower cell densities and larger volumes. For this, diatoms were grown in iron-deficient Mf medium in 1-liter plastic flasks and diluted in exponential phase of growth to 10^6^ cells/ml. The cell suspension was distributed in 50-ml Falcon tubes, and ^55^Fe was then added. The cells were incubated and harvested and washed by centrifugation (2000*g*, 5 min) periodically, as required by the experiment, before counting. Because none of our findings were contradicted by the large-volume, lower--cell density experiments, we have presented our data from the plate assays, which provide a finer-resolution analysis.

Stock solutions of ^55^Fe-labeled siderophores were prepared as follows: A 10% excess of desferri-siderophore solution was added to ^55^FeCl~3~ in 0.1 M HCl to give a 5 mM ^55^Fe solution with a Fe/ligand ratio of 1:1.1; after 10 min at room temperature, the pH was adjusted to 7 with 1 M Hepes, and the final 1 mM stock solution was kept at −20°C until use. For ferric EDTA, the ligand-to-iron ratio was 20, and we checked by ultracentrifugation that the complex remained fully soluble during the time of experiments.

Siderophore constructs and reagents
-----------------------------------

Gallium analogs of FOB and FCH and siderophores coupled to the fluorescent moiety NBD were synthesized as previously described by van Gisbergen *et al*. ([@R34]). FOB coupled to inhibitors of protoporphyrinogen oxidase were synthesized as previously described by Matringe *et al*. ([@R35]). All other chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise stated.

Microscopy
----------

Epifluorescence microscopy was performed on a Zeiss Axioskop with an HBO 50W UV lamp using 490-nm excitation and 515- to 585-nm emission (to detect FOB-NBD), 500-nm excitation and 545-nm emission (to detect ISIP1-YFP), and 365-nm excitation and 417- to 477-nm emission (to detect DAPI to label the nucleus), and the chlorophyll autofluorescence overlay was generated using an AF filter (615- to 700-nm emission).

Confocal images were performed with a Zeiss LSM 780 microscope. We used a 63× oil immersion objective (numerical aperture, 1.4). Cells labeled with FM4-64 and with FOB-NBD were excited with the 488-nm laser line, and the emission signals were collected by detection windows ranging from 606 to 650 nm and 499 to 544 nm, respectively. Chlorophyll autofluorescence was evidenced by excitation with the 633-nm laser line, and the emission signal was collected by a detection window ranging from 637 to 758 nm. For these three fluorescent signals, we used a 488/561/633-nm multiple beam splitter. ISIP1-YFP lines grown in low-Fe Aquil media shown in [Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} were visualized additionally on a Leica SP5 microscope using the same laser settings and detection filters as above.

Phylogenetic analysis
---------------------

The ISIP1 protein sequence (Phatr3_J55031) was used as the seed sequence for BLASTp analysis against a curated library comprising all protein sequences in UniRef, the MMETSP ([@R28]), and all additional sequences hosted on the JGI portal. This composite database, described by Dorrell *et al*. ([@R41]), is more extensive than any individual resource. Sequences retrieved with a threshold *e* value of 1 × 10^−05^ were verified to be ISIP1 by a BLASTp best hit against version 3 of the *P. tricornutum* genome ([@R38]). The resulting set of sequences was aligned using the first 20× iterations of MAFFT v8 and then the inbuilt alignment builder in Geneious v.4.76 under the default criteria. Where multiple sequences were retrieved for individual species, a species consensus was generated. Only 36 species were found to contain ISIP1, of which 28 were from diatom transcriptomes and 8 were from dinoflagellates, pelagophytes, and haptophytes (table S1). These were realigned using Geneious and trimmed at the N terminus to the first methionine present and at the C terminus to the last residue of the protein (with 70% identity). Trees were inferred using the MrBayes and RAxML programs inbuilt into the CIPRES webserver (table S1). A Bayesian tree was inferred using three substitution models (GTR, Jones, and WAG), a minimum of 600,000 generations, and an initial burn-in discard value of 0.5. Trees were only used if the final convergence statistic between the two chains run was \<0.1, and tree calculation was automatically stopped if the final convergence statistic between the two chains run was below 0.01. RAxML was inferred using three substitution models (GTR, JTT, and WAG) with automatic bootstrapping, as previously described by Dorrell *et al*. ([@R41]).

Querying of *Tara* Oceans diatom eukaryotic gene atlas
------------------------------------------------------

We curated the *Tara* Oceans data set to consider only data collected from surface samples, which were obtained consistently from the top 10 m of the ocean (excluding samples collected from the deep chlorophyll maximum) across 68 stations in the global ocean transect, for which both metagenome and metatranscriptome data are available. We pooled the data from four different size fractions (0.8 to 5 μm, 5 to 20 μm, 20 to 180 μm, and 180 to 2000 μm) to get near-exhaustive recovery of total eukaryotic biodiversity in each sample. Note that a detailed description of all *Tara* Oceans field sampling strategy and protocols is available in the study of Carradec *et al*. ([@R29]). Next, using the homologs retrieved by the reciprocal BLAST best-hit search (described in the previous section), we built a profile hidden Markov model (pHMM) with the most conserved homologs. That is, we kept only sequences fully covered by the multiple sequence alignment produced by the phylogenetic analysis, because ISIP1 does not belong to a particular protein family in any pHMM database, such as PFAM. We used the pHMM along with the software package HMMER ([@R59]) to retrieve all sequences from the *Tara* Oceans metagenome and metatranscriptome that matched our model of ISIP1. Only sequences taxonomically assigned as diatoms and not previously associated with any function (all *Tara* Oceans sequences were functionally annotated by using PFAM and HMMER) ([@R29]) were considered as true positive. For the true positives retrieved, taxonomic assignment was available and is accessible at [www.genoscope.cns.fr/tara/](http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/tara/). We have provided the full catalog of hits and their phylogenetic assignation, which was used to build [Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, in table S1. The expression values and genomic occurrences were computed in RPKM, normalized against the 20 most stable diatom ribosomal proteins in the *Tara* Oceans samples (a robust data set of 30,000 sequences), computed in C^++^. For the graphical representation, statistical analyses were conducted in R (v 3.1.2) and were plotted using the R package ggplot2 (v 2.1.0) onto a reference National Center for Biotechnology Information diatom tree ([@R60]).
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